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Resolution to Commend Amanda-Nicole Ridel for Exemplary Service

Authored by the Graduate Assembly Executive Board 2014-2015

WHEREAS Amanda-Nicole Ridel has worked with the Graduate Assembly since October 2011 and served numerous roles, including serving as the Funding Adviser and Coordinator for the Graduate Assembly, and serving as the Associate Director of Student Government Advising and Leadership Development in the LEAD Center; and

WHEREAS Amanda-Nicole Ridel provided leadership and was an instrumental source of graduate student advising; and

WHEREAS Amanda-Nicole Ridel advised student leaders on a $2.2 million budget and the management of a 501(c)3 non-profit organization, while supervised a team of 4 career advising and leadership coordinators that oversaw 25 student employees; and

WHEREAS Amanda-Nicole Ridel is a hard-working staff member, who dedicated herself to understanding the needs of graduate students, and has helped improve and foster a vibrant, inclusive graduate student community; and

WHEREAS Amanda-Nicole Ridel provided invaluable service to the Graduate Assembly and the larger UC Berkeley student community; and

WHEREAS The Graduate Assembly commends Amanda-Nicole Ridel for providing exemplary service and extends best wishes for every success in the future; therefore, be it

RESOLVED That the Graduate Assembly expresses its deepest appreciation for the hard work and dedication of Amanda-Nicole Ridel; and be it further

RESOLVED That the GA President and Internal Vice President send a copy of this resolution and an exemplary service plaque to Amanda-Nicole Ridel.